Overnight Parking Permit Purpose

Overnight Parking Ordinance

The City of Alma owns 9 downtown
parking lots. The city makes these lots
available to the public for daily
business. In some cases there are
downtown properties that do not have
parking on their property; these
residents are allowed to use the public
parking lot. Before a resident can
use a city lot they must exhaust all of
their private parking.

The new ordinance requires all
vehicles using the city lots from 3am
to 6am, to purchase a permit and
park in a designated location within
the lot. Please refer to the map on
the back of this brochure for the
designated overnight parking areas.
These spaces are not guaranteed and
are first come first served.
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From November l to April 1 of each
year the city has an on street parking
ban from 2am to 7am. The cars that
were parked on street spread out and
find new places to park. A good
number of them are finding their way
to downtown lots.
These two groups of individuals are
beginning to fill up certain lots in
downtown. The way these vehicles
park also create a difficult situation for
city crews to plow snow in the parking
lots. So to provide overnight parking
to those who need it and to make snow
plowing easier, an overnight parking
permit has been put into place.

Cost of Permit
There are two different permits one
for those that live in the downtown
($50), and those who do not ($160).
Once you have purchased your
permit place the sticker on the right
side of your back bumper. Make
sure the permit is visible to the
driving area of the parking lot.
Where to Park
Those who do not live in downtown
are to park in the State Street Plaza
Lot and Lot# 5.
Tum the brochure over and you will see
a map with red lines in the parking lots.
e lines represent the general area for

non-resident overnight parking.
uestions call 989-463-8336.
Remember to look for the
overnight parking signs and to park
between the signs.
Signs to Look for to Park
Overnight
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Snow Removal
To help ad the crews with snow
removal park your vehicles
together. It is very difficult to get
between vehicles. Also make sure
you move your car to allow the
crews a chance to move the snow
out of the parking space. If you do
not move your car for a long period
of time you may get plowed in and
have to shovel your car out of the
snow. There is no guarantee that
you will not get plowed in so keep
a snow shovel in your trunk, it is
just a good idea here in Michigan.

